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Survey of Pre-Modern Japanese Prose in Translation   

This course will familiarize students with the major works and authors of pre-modern (classical) Japanese prose. Primary readings 
will include works from the early mythologies, imperial chronicles and gazetteers to selections from monogatari, nikki, and travel 
literature of the classical to the early modern periods.   

Each week, we will read and discuss various examples of classical Japanese prose. While we will use English translations and 
conduct discussions in English, we will look at original texts whenever possible. 

Day 1: Introduction to course and basic terms
Day 2: Selections from the Kojiki
Day 3: Selections from Taketori monogatari (The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter)
Day 4: Tosa nikki (Tosa Diary)
Day 5: Selections from Kagero nikki
Day 6: Makura no soshi (The Pillow Book)
Day 7: Selections from Genji monogatari (The Tale of Genji)
Day 8: More selections from Genji monogatari
Day 9: More selections from Genji monogatari
Day 10: Selections from Konjaku monogatari-shu (Collection of Tales from Times Now Past)
Day 11: Hojoki (The Ten-foot-square Hut)
Day 12: Selections from Heike monogatari (The Tale of the Heike)
Day 13: More selections from Heike monogatari
Day 14: Selections from Tsurezuregusa (Essays in Idleness)
Day 15: Oku no hosomichi (Narrow Road to the Interior)   

The lecture/discussion format is designed to enable students to make and express their own informed responses to these works in 
light of their cultural and historical background. While primarily focused upon prose, this course also aims at the introduction of 
traditional concepts that characterize Japanese aesthetics broadly.   

Grading will be based on participation in class discussions, weekly quizzes, and a final test.   

Primary readings will be available from the website: http//:www.wadaienglish.net   

Although the readings can be done in either English or Japanese, the lectures and class discussions will be conducted in English. 
Students must have the necessary competence in spoken English to participate actively in these discussions, etc.   
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